What is Active Learning?

• Active learning means participating in activities that actively engage the brain.

• Activities that require students to discuss, practice and review new information are more effective than passive strategies where a student simply reads information.

• In short, this means you are more likely to understand and remember what you actively do.

• This is also important when you are then asked to apply the new information in written assignments such as case studies or essay topics to show your knowledge.
Active Learning Strategies

Social Strategies
• Form a study group with other students
• Explain what you’ve learnt to someone else
• Write down what you think will be on the exam and check with friends
• After lectures ask your friends what they thought the key points of the lecture were
• Talk about your understanding of new topics you encounter

Reflective Strategies
• Write class summaries
• Reread your notes and think of further study questions
• Rewrite material in your own words
• Lecture in your head to an imaginary classroom, explaining all the key points
• Write your own exam questions
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Concrete Strategies
• Apply concepts to a real world example
• Ask the lecturer for specific examples of concepts and procedures
• Research a real world case study
• Apply theory to real cases

Exploratory Strategies
• Link theories and interpretations with factual information
• Think about wider application of theories
• Think in terms of problem and solution, how can you solve the problem?
• Research more information using the library databases
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Visual Strategies
• Find charts and diagrams which explain the information
• Watch videos that explain new concepts
• Draw concept maps
• Make your own concept trees and diagrams

Written Strategies
• Write class summaries
• Outline new material in a logical step by step sequence
• Relate new topics to old ones
• Talk or about your understanding of new topics you encounter
• Make textbook chapter summaries
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Global Thinking Strategies
• Think about the big picture – how does a theory effect the larger environment?
• When you study, skim read the chapter to get a wide understanding first
• Research the major theories or schools of thought on each topic

Sequential
• Break new information into steps
• Outline the logical order of each step
• Break each step into sub-steps
• Break down sub-steps into smaller steps if necessary
Top 10 Active Learning Study Tips

1. Make a weekly study planner and keep to it. Make a semester planner with due dates.

2. Make a study guide for each subject using your notes from lectures, textbooks, journals, wider reading and so on. Regularly review it and organize it by topic.

3. Make a knowledge tree for each subject. Write key topics or issues (on 2 pages max). Put it on a wall so you will regularly see it. Add to it regularly as your knowledge grows.

4. Keep a copy of all the problem questions from lectures, textbooks and so on. Use these questions as exam practice.

5. Regularly review your notes – about once a week. This will help you realise any weaknesses in your understanding well before the exam period.
Top 10 Active Learning Study Tips

6. Study for periods of 30-60 minutes with a 5 to 10 minute break.

7. Use multiple approaches to study. Teach a friend, explain a theory to your parents, do a practice exam, practice problem solving, rewrite your notes, make diagrams, make mnemonics and rhymes.

8. Make or join a study group for your subject.

9. Show relationships between ideas and theories by making a concept map.

10. Review the feedback on your assignments and try to understand why you received the marks you did.

• Super Tip: Attend PASS
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